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Overview 

● Trigger and DAQ in HEP experiments

● The need for tracking info at the Trigger and how to do it 
fast 

● FTK : 2-stage track fitting

● Pattern matching with Associative Memories

● Refined fitting with FPGAs

Basically you'll see that:

if you want to  avoid or cannot afford calculating 
something time consuming, split the problem and just 
use pre-computed patterns and quantities.
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 Experiments at the LHC  - pp collisions

p p
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The energy frontier - 
interested in rare processes

Design : s=14 TeV

In order to have a 
reasonable number of 
observed events, we 
need  high luminosity 
colliders

~80 mb

nb

pb

GHz

Hz

kHz

MHz

μb

mHz

>10 orders of magnitude!
(>12 orders when including 
branching ratios to leptons, 
e.g. H → Z Z → μ+ μ-  μ+ μ-  ) !!!

LHC Design : L=1034 cm−2 s−1

For 25ns bunch spacing:
 pp interactions/bunch crossing:       
               <μ> ~ 25 
→ L = 3-5 times more coming soon
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Looking at many & complex events
every 25ns look at a superposition of ~25 pp 

collisions

*  The Trigger and Data Acquisition system, has to watch ~1 billion 
pp collisions  per second (40M proton bunch crossings / sec), 

 *  select online “the most interesting” O(300) events/sec,  
 *  and log them for offline use with a resolution of a 

~90 Mpixel camera. 

~90 M channels in modern HEP experiments, recording signals 
from these, produces: 
  → 1.5 MB of info per “event”, i.e., every time I read this info
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The job of a Trigger&DAQ system
● Select events and get the data from the detector to the 

computing center for the first processing and then to other 
centers around the world.

                                         
LVL1: hardware
{2.5μs, 100 kHz}

High Level Triggers: PC farms
({~40ms, ~3 kHz}) {~1s, ~300 Hz}

Permanent 
storage
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The more you know about the events, the easiest 
you select the “signal” and reject the “background”

When we have a limited time budget, we decide 
based on the muon and the calorimeter systems.

There are channels, where you absolutely need the 
tracks as early as possible in order to make a 
decision and keep as much signal as possible

e.g., 2 “jets” of tracks, which are usually boring, 
they could actually be

      or 
 H→b b̄ H→τ +τ -
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 Tracking is a combinatorics problem: 
which combinations of hits fit track hypothesis?

2 “tracks” in the Event
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 Tracking is a combinatorics problem: 
which combinations of hits fit track hypothesis?

2 “tracks” in the Event

Connecting the “hits” 
from one detection layer to the other, 
to trace the charged particle's path
as it moves radially outward and its'
position is measured  in 
each detector layer, divided in  
a number of “bins”.
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 Tracking is a combinatorics problem: 
which combinations of hits fit track hypothesis

#
 o

f 
H

it
s

P0

P1
P2

SCT Layers

Y intercept:
“Hard scattering”
negligible compared to “pileup”
pp interactions 

Occupancy 
vs Luminosity

2 “tracks” in the Event
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Very fast tracking  – tracking in 2 steps

Roads1. Find low resolution 
track candidates 
called “roads”. 
Solve most of the 
combinatorial 
problem.

2. Then track fitting 
inside the roads.
Thanks to 1st 
step, this is much 
easier.

Excellent results with linear approximation!

Pattern recognition w/ Associative Memory

http://www.pi.infn.it/~orso/ftk/IEEECNF2007_2115.pdf

Originally: 
M. Dell’Orso, L. Ristori, NIM A 278, 436 (1989)
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FTK: Tracking particles in the Silicon Detectors

+
1 IBL

Track crosses 12 detector layers

Total # of readout channels: 98M
PIXELS: 80 millions   + IBL: 12M
SCT: 6 millions

ATLAS' Fast TracKer (FTK) processes all Level-1 accepted events (100kHz)
Output: all tracks w/ pT>1 GeV available to L2. Typical FTK latency ~100μs, 
compared to O(50ms) L2
Advantages: high-bandwidth connection with detector & 

    HW optimized for the specific tasks
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From hits to tracks ready for the HLT in < 100 μs

CDF SVXII

Data 
formatting

Data 
formatting

Pattern 
Recognition

Pattern 
Recognition

Track
Fitting

Track
Fitting

Data transfer

Associative Memory approach
discussed here

HLT

Detector 
design for 
triggering

Detector 
design for 
triggering

Beam spot

FPGA (here) 

For L2: SVT trigger at CDF
For L2: FTK in ATLAS
For L1? : CMS & ATLAS 

Processing Units (PUs)
made of these two steps

Each PU, takes care of
a given detector η-φ tower
In FTK: 64 towers 

Here FPGAs cluster hits 
with sliding window and 
get their centroid as the 
hit position. Forward 
the data to proper 
Processing Units
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1. Data Formatting:

cluster adjacent hits, 
find the position of each cluster, 

forward them to the Processing Unit 
responsible for this geometrical 

region
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Clustering algorithm: how-to
FPGA replica of pixel matrix

Eta direction -->

1st phase:
➔Pixel module: a 328x144 matrix.
➔Replicate a part of it (8x164) in hw 

matrix.
➔The matrix identifies hits in the 

same cluster (local connections).
 
2nd phase:

➔Hits in cluster are analyzed 
(averaged).

➔Flexibility to choose algorithm!
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2. 
The coarse pattern matching first

Using 8 out of the 12 silicon layers
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Matching hit combinations to the 
known patterns, you find the tracks

 

Because the detector 
has a finite resolution (“bin size”), 
many different tracks generate  the 
same hit pattern,
So we have a finite number of patterns
and a finitie-size pattern-bank.
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How many patterns you need in your bank?
N

p
 = number of straight lines crossing the detector layers

n=  #bins per layer

m = # of layers

N p≃(m−1)n2

Can convince yourselves about this, with m=4 in the above drawing

For a detector with 8 layers, with 1M channels/layer, N
p
 = 7 1012 

!!!
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N
patterns

 and search time are critical
● Need a lot of memory for the patterns:

– OK, can use larger (“coarser”) bins for 1st pattern 
matching (will come back to this later).

● And still have to match the patterns

– Linear search of the pattern-table (“brute force”) is 
the slowest. 

– If list of patterns is ordered, can do “binary” search: 
● Pick the middle element in the list, 
● Compare the data to the pattern to find the good 

half of the list, 
● pick the middle of the new (halved) list, and so on.

– etc

– speed is extremely important  at triggering, so 
 let's pay attention to this problem first
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2a. 
Find track candidates very very fast
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M. Dell’Orso, L. Ristori, NIM A 278, 436 (1989) 

Ultimate speed: Associtive memories
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What is an Associative Memory (AM)
a.k.a Content Addressable Memory (CAM)?

● A memory that is accessed by its contents, not its 
location.

● E.g., while in a RAM we ask: 

– what you have in location xyz? 
● In an Associative Memory we ask: 

– Are there any locations holding the value abc?
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Binary  CAMs
● Binary CAM (simplest): 

– uses data search words consisting entirely of 1s and 0s.
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Ternary CAMs
● Ternary CAM: added flexibity to the search

– allows a third matching state of "X" or "Don't Care" for 
one or more bits in the stored dataword.

● Example #1, crossword:

● Example #2, a ternary CAM might have a stored word of 
"10XX0" (“the pattern”)

This will match any of the 4 search words (“the data”):

– "10000", "10010", "10100", or "10110". 

The added flexibility comes at additional cost:

– the internal memory cell must now encode three possible 
states instead of the two of binary CAM. This additional 
state is typically implemented by adding a mask bit 
("care" or "don't care" bit) to every memory cell.
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AM chip working principle
1. Load the patterns:  each active bin in each layer is a number 

2. Feed the hits in each layer: the value of the hit is seen 
     all along the data-line by all the patterns in the layer: 
     → Flags raised if matching found.

→ AND all flags to get a complete pattern matching.
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Track trigger w/ pattern matching AM
Result:
Matched
Patterns
“Roads”
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AM = hits compared to 
pre-computed patterns
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AM evolution: mainly ASICs
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FTK R&D in progress:

AMchip05 prototype: switched to serialized IO (11*2Gbs)

AMchip06: the  FTK AM chip with 128k patterns/chip

AM evolution: mainly ASICs
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Pattern matching not restricted to trackers. 
Applies everywhere there is correlated 

behaviour. e.g:

K-

X1
7Photomultipliers

Light

Energy: E

Position: z

X2
8

X3
5
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These is a pattern for the correlated 
values in X1 and X2: a trace

X1

X2

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Associate: X1 = 5  with  X2 = 8

PATTERN MATCHED: (5,8)
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2b. 
Now that we have a system that 

does pattern matching as the data 
are coming in,

how do we deal with the number of 
patterns which can be big in the 

high-granularity detectors?
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N
patterns

 depends on bin size, 

i.e, the granularity with which we want 
to look at the detector 

N p≃(m−1)n2
Recall: the number of patterns N

p
, with m layers, of n bins each, is
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High efficiency with large bins (small number of 
patterns) → but, lots of fake tracks found → lots of 

work for detailed track fitting! 
We prefer “few pattterns”-”few fakes” scenario
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Variable resolution (bin sizes) with 
“Don't Care” (DC) bits 

Idea and implementation of Don't Care bits for variable resolution, by Alberto Annovi 
See “Variable resolution Associative Memory for the Fast Tracker ATLAS upgrade”, ICATTP 2013
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Refinements: majority & variable widths

Idea and implementation of Don't Care bits for variable resolution, by Alberto Annovi 
See “Variable resolution Associative Memory for the Fast Tracker ATLAS upgrade”, ICATTP 2013
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Refinements: majority & variable widths

Idea and implementation of Don't Care bits for variable resolution, by Alberto Annovi 
See “Variable resolution Associative Memory for the Fast Tracker ATLAS upgrade”, ICATTP 2013
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Refinements: majority & variable widths

Idea and implementation of Don't Care bits for variable resolution, by Alberto Annovi 
See “Variable resolution Associative Memory for the Fast Tracker ATLAS upgrade”, ICATTP 2013
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Refinements: majority & variable widths

      This technique
can be exploited by any coincidence based trigger!

      With 2 DC bits: Apart from reduction in fakes (factor 7),
We save also a factor 5 in the size of the pattern bank!

Idea and implementation of Don't Care bits for variable resolution, by Alberto Annovi 
See “Variable resolution Associative Memory for the Fast Tracker ATLAS upgrade”, ICATTP 2013
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3. 
Now that we have found some 

matching patterns

each matching pattern defines a 
“road” where we go and 

fetch all the (few now) hits it 
contains, and we should

fit them to a helical track to measure 
the track parameters precisely 
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Track fitting in FPGAs: 1st stage, 8 layers

Track fitting in FPGAs w/ many Digital Signal Processors (DSPs)
BUT: Linear approximation: get a set of linear equations 
        (instead of solving helix) → fast multiplications with 
        pre-computed constants   → ~1 Gfits/s per FPGA
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Track fitting in FPGAs: 2nd  stage, 12 layers

Done on FPGAs, on a “2nd stage” board
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Approximations and Tables with 
constants are very common calculation 

tools. Don't be afraid of them!
● E.g., in a computer if normal math calls are time-expensive:

● sin(x) = Taylor expansion gives a  polynomial to 
calculate 

● Or, use Look-Up Tables (LUTs = precalculated values 
stored in tables) and interpolate between the 
neighbouring sin(x) to get the value you ask for

sin( x)≃x− frac x36+ frac x5120
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Working configuration

Idea and implementation of Don't Care bits for variable resolution, by Alberto Annovi 
See “Variable resolution Associative Memory for the Fast Tracker ATLAS upgrade”, ICATTP 2013
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The point to take home:
● Split the problem in a fast (coarse) one, and a refined 

one working with much reduced data. 

(you know now that we do this all the time in the 
trigger)

● Use pre-calculated patterns & values wherever you can: 
if you get the desired precision, you gain a lot in time

...And time is precious in the online world!

● We saw the example of the Fast TracKer upgrade in 
ATLAS, using

– AM-based pattern recognition with ASICs, 

– refined track-fitting (and almost everything else 
needed, from smart databases, to I/O) in 
powerfull modern FPGAs



...and to keep an eye in what new technology 
can do for you: From 2D to 3D



VIPRAM
(Vertically Integrated Pattern Recognition Associative 

Memory) Pattern recognition for tracking
is naturally a task in 3D

track

road

VIPRAM concept (developed at Fermilab):
http://hep.uchicago.edu/~thliu/projects/VIPRAM/TIPP2011_VIPRAM_Paper.V11.preprint.pdf

http://hep.uchicago.edu/~thliu/projects/VIPRAM/TIPP2011_VIPRAM_Paper.V11.preprint.pdf
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Thank you

Hope you have enjoyed the school, 
learned a lot,

and got triggered (and intrigued) to 
look up things on your own now
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4. FTK: the system components
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Full scan
Tracks 

pT>1GeV

The FTK system – components & 
relation to rest of TDAQ
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Sends SCT & pixel data 
to DAQ & FTK.

Full scan
Tracks 

pT>1GeV

Data in FTK from Si RODs in dual-output card
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Sends SCT & pixel data 
to DAQ & FTK.

4 FTK_IM/DF do 
cluster finding.            
 ATCA DF distributes 
clusters to 64 FTK   
η−φ towers.

Full scan
Tracks 

pT>1GeV
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Sends SCT & pixel data 
to DAQ & FTK.

AMBoard

(a) AUX:
DO+TF
+HW

128 PUs do pattern 
matching and the 1st 
stage track fitting.

4 FTK_IM/DF do 
cluster finding.            
 ATCA DF distributes 
clusters to 64 FTK   
η−φ towers.

Full scan
Tracks 

pT>1GeV
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Sends SCT & pixel data 
to DAQ & FTK.

AMBoard

(a) AUX:
DO+TF
+HW

128 PUs do pattern 
matching and the 1st 
stage track fitting.

Do full 12 
layer fit

4 FTK_IM/DF do 
cluster finding.            
 ATCA DF distributes 
clusters to 64 FTK   
η−φ towers.

Full scan
Tracks 

pT>1GeV
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Sends SCT & pixel data 
to DAQ & FTK.

AMBoard

(a) AUX:
DO+TF
+HW

128 PUs do pattern 
matching and the 1st 
stage track fitting.

Do full 12 
layer fit

FLIC sends 
tracks to 
ROS’s.
ATCA for 
global function 
TBD

4 FTK_IM/DF do 
cluster finding.            
 ATCA DF distributes 
clusters to 64 FTK   
η−φ towers.

Full scan
Tracks 

pT>1GeV
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5. Timeline

Start partial installation by mid 2015,
cover barrel region, 

then add units to cover end-cap and 
accommodate more patterns, 

needed for higher Lumi
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